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“From the beginning—and always—it has been important
to me to put the spirit of place in all my work. Here in Miami,
I wanted to create a building that is like the reflection of
the sun on the water.” / Jean Nouvel
Composed of 59 individually designed waterfront residences around a glittering lagoon, Monad
Terrace—by Ateliers Jean Nouvel—provides brilliant light and expansive private outdoor space
sheltered by climbing gardens of native plants and flowers.
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Nouvel artfully directs the play of reflections and water throughout the project, bouncing light
into living spaces, while the lagoon and swimming pool draw the feeling of Biscayne Bay deep
into the heart of the property, creating what Nouvel has dubbed “the reflection machine.”
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Monad Terrace’s unique honeycomb sawtooth façade captures, diffuses, and reflects incoming
light, simultaneously framing views and providing privacy.

/ Concierge; 24-hour lobby attendant

 obby with double-height canopy
/ L
installation of interlayered reflective panels
and light-filtered abstract foliage screens

 un deck with 116-foot swimming pool
/ S
and hot tub overlooking Biscayne Bay
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/ Port-cochère drop-off

/ Framed lobby views of lagoon and bay
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LANDSCAPE
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/ Lush landscape from arrival to bay
designed by Ateliers Jean Nouvel
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AMENITIES

/ Pool service
/ Full service valet parking
/ Cafe and Juice Bar
/ Lagoon fitness and wellness center
/ Residents’ lounge

/ C
 entral lagoon with sun decks,
aquatic plants, and infinity edge

/ Bicycle and water sports storage

 limbing gardens on North and
/ C
South façades for privacy and shade

/ Access control

/ Monad Terrace bicycles and paddle boards
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BATHROOMS

/ Seamless indoor/outdoor experience

/ C
 ustom Jean Nouvel design with
floating wood vanity, marble counter,
and concealed lighting
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RESIDENCES

/ 10-foot ceilings
/ Custom wood floors throughout

/ M
 aster baths with Calacatta Gold

/ Black Zeus marble and black mirrored entry

/ Select units with bay view tubs
/ M
 irror wall feature with integrated
wood medicine cabinet

ve

 nique sawtooth honeycomb façade
/ U
in select units

/ F
 reestanding soaking tub
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/ Private or semi-private elevator access

/ Custom flush doors
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/ Steam showers in master baths

KITCHENS
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/ Custom kitchens designed by Jean Nouvel
with custom mirrored honeycomb glass
cabinets and brushed bronze accents
/ S
 culptural cantilevered marble island
in Calacatta gold
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/ Custom wood ceiling

/ Calacatta Gold marble floor
/ Fully integrated Gaggenau appliances
/ Vola stainless steel faucets with spray

/ V
 ola fixtures
/ S
 econdary baths feature Sugar Gold marble
/ P
 owder rooms feature Verti Capri stone

TERRACES

/ Climbing gardens create shade and privacy
/ Terraces for each residence
/ Reflecting pools on select terraces
/ P
 enthouse residences include private
pools on roof decks
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/ Integrated wine cooler

w
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/ Custom marble wine rack

ARCHITECTURE, INTERIORS AND L ANDSCAPE

Ateliers Jean Nouvel
D E V E LO P E R

JDS Development Group
E XC L U S I V E S A L E S A N D M A R K E T I N G

Douglas Elliman Development Marketing

ORAL REPRESENTATIONS CANNOT BE RELIED UPON AS CORRECTLY STATING THE REPRESENTATIONS OF THE DEVELOPER. FOR CORRECT REPRESENTATIONS, MAKE REFERENCE TO THIS BROCHURE AND TO THE
DOCUMENTS REQUIRED BY SECTION 718.503, FLORIDA STATUTES, TO BE FURNISHED BY A DEVELOPER TO A BUYER OR LESSEE. All plans, specifications, brands, features, materials, finishes, amenities, renderings,
sizes and dimensions, and other statements contained in this brochure (collectively, “Plans and Renderings”) are based upon preliminary development plans, which are conceptual in nature, are subject to change without
notice and may not be relied upon. No guarantees or representations whatsoever are made that any matters described or depicted in such Plans and Renderings will be provided or, if provided, will be of the same type,
size, location or nature as described herein. Renderings depict proposed views, which are not identical from each unit. No guarantees or representations whatsoever are made that existing or future views of the project
and surrounding areas depicted or otherwise described herein, will be provided or, if provided, will be as depicted or described herein. All depictions and other descriptions of appliances, brands, counters, floor coverings,
upgrades and other matters of detail depict options and upgrades which are not representative of standard features for the units, may not be available for all model types, and are not included with the unit unless expressly
provided in your purchase agreement. Terraces and balconies are limited common elements and are not included within the “Unit.” Any existing pier, or any replacement or substitution thereof, or other docking facilities
reflected or described herein may be modified and/or eliminated during or after development of the Condominium. Docking or mooring, or tying up to, the seawall, is prohibited. Use of the pier for docking or mooring
may be limited or prohibited and shall be subject to acceptance or approval by the applicable governmental agencies, which may not be acquired or received. No warranties or representations are made regarding present
or future acceptance or approval, or the present or continued existence, use or availability, if any, of the pier or any other mooring or docking facilities at the seawall, or within any portions of the Condominium. Certain
public waterfront walkways and other areas may be required to be built and maintained along portions of the Condominium, which areas are intended to be made available for use by members of the general public.
Other proposed and/or existing projects, parks, commercial, retail, or other facilities referenced herein are not owned or being developed by the Developer. The Developer has no control over such facilities and there
is no guarantee regarding their continued existence. This offering is made only by the prospectus for the condominium and no statement should be relied upon if not made in the prospectus. This is not intended to be
an offer to sell nor a solicitation of offers to buy real estate to residents of NY or in any jurisdiction where prohibited by law. This project is being developed solely by Monad Terrace Property Owner LLC, which was
recently formed solely for such purpose. JDS Development Group is not the developer of this project. We are pledged to the letter and spirit of U.S. policy for the achievement of equal housing throughout the nation.
We encourage and support an affirmative advertising, marketing and sales program in which there are no barriers to obtaining housing because of race, color, sex, religion, handicap, familial status or national origin.
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